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The 51 volumes in this series collect the best criticism available upon the most widely studied figures in world literature.
The aim is to revive the reader's sense that literary characters within the context of a fictive cosmos, are worthy of study.

His ancestors were of yeoman stock. A temporary move of the Richardsons to Derbyshire accounts for the fact
that the novelist was born in Mackworth. They returned to London when Richardson was Richardson was
bound apprentice to a London printer, John Wilde. Sometime after completing his apprenticeship he became
associated with the Leakes, a printing family whose presses he eventually took over when he set up in
business for himself in and married Martha Wilde, the daughter of his master. His domestic life was marked
by tragedy. All six of the children from his first marriage died in infancy or childhood. By his second wife he
had four daughters who survived him, but two other children died in infancy. These and other bereavements
contributed to the nervous ailments of his later life. In his professional life Richardson was hardworking and
successful. During the s his press became known as one of the three best in London, and with prosperity he
moved to a more spacious London house and leased the first of three country houses in which he entertained a
circle of friends that included Dr. Johnson , the painter William Hogarth , the actors Colley Cibber and David
Garrick , Edward Young , and Arthur Onslow, speaker of the House of Commons , whose influence in helped
to secure for Richardson lucrative contracts for government printing that later included the journals of the
House. In this same decade he began writing in a modest way. This was the germ of his novel Pamela. With a
method supplied by the letter writer and a plot by a story that he remembered of an actual serving maid who
preserved her virtue and was, ostensibly, rewarded by marriage, he began writing the work in November and
published it as Pamela; or, Virtue Rewarded a year later. Most of the story is told by the heroine herself. These
failing, he abducts her and then uses an elaborate ruse that results in a threatened, if not attempted, rape.
Pamela faints, and, when she recovers, Mr. In the second half of the novel Richardson shows Pamela winning
over those who had disapproved of the misalliance. Though Pamela was immensely popular, Richardson was
criticized by those who thought his heroine a calculating social climber or his own morality dubious. B is
struggling with having fallen in love with a servant, who, traditionally, would have been merely a target for
seduction or sexual violence. In a clever twist, he is converted by her letters, which he has been intercepting
and reading. The author resolved the conflicts of both characters too facilely, perhaps, because he was firmly
committed to the plot of the true story he had remembered. When the instantaneous popularity of Pamela led
to a spurious continuation of her story, he wrote his own sequel, Pamela in her Exalted Condition , a
two-volume work that did little to enhance his reputation. By Richardson seems to have completed a first draft
of his second novel, Clarissa; or, The History of a Young Lady , but he spent three years trying to bring it
within the compass of the seven volumes in which it was published. He first presents the heroine, Clarissa
Harlowe , when she is discovering the barely masked motives of her family, who would force her into a
loveless marriage to improve their fortunes. Outside the orbit of the Harlowes stands Lovelace, nephew of
Lord M and a romantic who held the code of the Harlowes in contempt. In her desperate straits, Clarissa
appraises too highly the qualities that set Lovelace beyond the world of her family, and, when he offers
protection, she runs off with him. She is physically attracted by if not actually in love with Lovelace and is
responsive to the wider horizons of his world, but she is to discover that he wants her only on his own terms.
In the correspondence of Clarissa and her friend Anna Howe, Richardson shows the distance that separates her
from her confidant, who thinks her quixotic in not accepting a marriage; but marriage as a way out would have
been a sacrifice to that same consciousness of human dignity that had led her to defy her family. As the novel
comes to its long-drawn-out close, she is removed from the world of both the Harlowes and the Lovelaces, and
dies, a child of heaven. In providing confidants for his central characters and in refusing to find a place in the
social structure into which to fit his sorely beset heroine, Richardson made his greatest advances over Pamela.
He was determined, as his postscript indicates, to write a novel that was also a tragedy. Fielding had been
among those who thought Pamela a scheming social climber, as he had shown in his parody An Apology for
the life of Mrs. He faces little that a good heart cannot remedy and extricates himself from the nearest thing to
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a dilemma that he has to encounter: He is saved for Harriet by the last-minute refusal of the Roman Catholic
Clementina to marry a firmly committed English churchman. The uneasy minds of Clementina and Harriet are
explored with some penetration, but Sir Charles faces nothing in his society or within himself that requires
much of a struggle. Furthermore, his dilemma is not so central to the novel as were those of Pamela and
Clarissa. He is surrounded with a large cast of characters who have their parts to play in social comedy that
anticipates the novel of manners of the late 18th century. Richardson was an indefatigable reviser of his own
work, and the various editions of his novels differ greatly. Much of his revision was undertaken in anxious,
self-censoring response to criticism; the earliest versions of his novels are generally the freshest and most
daring. Although the validity of this claim depends on the definition of the term novel, it is not disputed that
Richardson was innovative in his concentration on a single action. These characteristics reappear regularly in
the subsequent history of the novel. Above all, Richardson was the writer who made the novel a respectable
genre. Richardson had disciples when he died. Some of them show the influence of Clarissa, which seems to
have been most responsible for the cult of Richardson that arose on the European continent. However, it was
reborn in the late 20th century, when Clarissa was rediscovered as one of the great psychological novels of
European literature.
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Searching for Clarissa Harlowe Major Literary Characters Series PDF Download Do you really need this document of
Clarissa Harlowe Major Literary Characters Series PDF Download It takes me 25 hours just to get the right download
link, and another 7 hours to validate it.

Plot summary[ edit ] Clarissa Harlowe, the tragic heroine of Clarissa, is a beautiful and virtuous young lady
whose family has become wealthy only recently and now desires to become part of the aristocracy. The family
agrees and attempts to force Clarissa to marry Solmes, whom she finds physically disgusting as well as
boorish. Desperate to remain free, she begins a correspondence with Lovelace. Frightened of the possible
aftermath, Clarissa leaves with Lovelace but becomes his prisoner for many months. She is kept at many
lodgings and even a brothel , where the women are disguised as high-class ladies by Lovelace. She refuses to
marry him on many occasions, longing to live by herself in peace. She eventually runs away but Lovelace
finds her and tricks her into returning to the brothel. He believes if she loses her virtue , she will be forced to
marry him on any terms. As he is more and more impressed by Clarissa, he finds it difficult to believe that
virtuous women do not exist. The pressure he finds himself under, combined with his growing passion for
Clarissa, drives him to extremes and eventually he rapes her by drugging her. Through this action, he believes
that Clarissa must accept and marry him. It is suspected that Mrs. Sinclair the brothel manager and the other
prostitutes assist Lovelace during the rape. Eventually, Clarissa manages to escape from the brothel but
Lovelace finds her and by deception manages to get her back to the brothel. She escapes a second time, is
jailed for a few days following a charge by the brothel owner for unpaid bills, is released and finds sanctuary
with a shopkeeper and his wife. She lives in constant fear of again being accosted by Lovelace who, through
one of his close associates and also a libertine â€” John Belford â€” as well as through his own family
members, continues to offer her marriage, to which she is determined not to accede. She becomes dangerously
ill due to the mental duress. As her illness progresses, she and John Belford become friends and she appoints
him the executor of her will. She is dying and is determined to accept it and proceeds to get all her affairs in
order. Belford is amazed at the way Clarissa handles her approaching death and laments what Lovelace has
done. In one of the many letters sent to Lovelace, he writes "if the divine Clarissa asks me to slit thy throat,
Lovelace, I shall do it in an instance. Morden, Clarissa dies in the full consciousness of her virtue and trusting
in a better life after death. Lovelace departs for Europe, and his correspondence with his friend Belford
continues. During their correspondence, Lovelace learns that Col. Morden has suggested he might seek
Lovelace and demand satisfaction on behalf of his cousin. He responds that he is not able to accept threats
against himself and arranges an encounter with Col. They meet in Munich and arrange a duel. The duel takes
place, both are injured, Morden slightly, but Lovelace dies of his injuries the following day. Before dying he
says "let this expiate! The story ends with an account of the fate of the other characters. Characters[ edit ]
Major Characters: The title character of the novel. Clarissa is a young and virtuous woman who ends up
falling victim to Robert Lovelace after he convinces her to run away with him and ends up raping her. Feeling
as though she has entirely lost the will to live after losing her virtue, Clarissa prepares herself for death. The
villain of the story and pursuer of Clarissa. Lovelace is seen as a vile and selfish character who refuses to stop
lusting after Clarissa until he gets what he wants. A close friend of Mr. Lovelace whom he writes to during the
course of the story. However, as the story progresses, he slowly begins to side with Clarissa instead of Mr. A
man of fortune, closely related to the Harlowe family Mrs. The mother of Miss Howe Mr. A young clergyman
Lord M.: Half-sister of Lord M. Niece of Lord M. Libertine, gentleman, companion of Mr. The assumed
named of a pander that aids Mr. A widowed gentlewoman , keeping a lodging-house at Hampstead Miss
Rawlins: A notable young gentlewoman in Hampstead Mrs. A lively widow in Hampstead Mrs. The pretended
name of a private brothel keeper in London Sally Martin: Assistant of, and partner with, Mrs.
3: Clarissa (TV Series â€“ ) - IMDb
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Bloom's Major Literary Characters Series. Bloom's Major Literary Characters Set, Volumes Clarissa Harlowe. by Harold
Bloom.

4: Clarissa - Wikipedia
Clarissa Harlowe (Major Literary Characters Series) [Harold Bloom] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers.

5: Behind the Name: Fictional Characters from Books
protagonist Â· Clarissa Harlowe major conflict Â· Clarissa struggles to maintain her virtue against Lovelace's plots and
violence. rising action Â· The Harlowe family, by trying to force Clarissa into a bad marriage, propels her into Lovelace's
control.

6: Clarissa Harlowe; or the history of a young lady - Volume 1 by Samuel Richardson
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